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1 . PROPOSED AMENDMENTS ТС. RULSS OF PROCEDURE OF НЕЛ/ГН “SSEMBLY: 

I^em 36 of the agenda, (Resolution EB10.R10, document EBll/9) (continuation from 
sixth m.̂ -íing， sección 8) 

The DIRECTOR-GENSRAL gave the following explanations to simplify the issue under 

consideration by the Board. TÁMle the Rales of Procedure of the Health Assembly-

contained a provision for a secret ballot in the Health Assembly, a way had been found 

of defeating the intention of a secret ballot, by demanding a roll-call vote on whether 

such a secret ballot should be taken. If the Health Assembly should desire to hold a 

secret ballot, then it must be protected against any device to prevent it from so doing. 

On the other hand, i f the Health Assembly did not, in fact, wish to bave a system of 

secret balloting, then the ifeiles of Procedure would have to be modified. One thing was 

certain： a secret ballot should be watertight or should not be provided for. 

Mr. MASON, alternate to Dr. TÜRBOTT�agreed т/riioleheartedly with previous speakers 

about the undesirability of secret ballots in a body such as the Vi/orld Health Assembly. 

In his view, any element of secrety in the proceedings of the Health Assembly should be 

eliminated as far as possible. One of the purposes of the United Nations and its 

specialized agencies was to bring diplomacy and international discussion into the open 

and to try to produce better results than had been achieved by former methods. It m i � t 

be open to question whether that procedure had been successful, but that was the 

procedure which had been adopted in general by the United Nations and its subsidiary 

bodies up to the present time. 

He also felt that there was no real parallel between the procedures in a Health 

Assembly and those of a national parliament. Certain questions discussed in a national 

parliament might, i f divulged, be prejudicial to the interests of the country, and 

hence were held in secret. To follow the saae procedure in the World Health Assembly 



might imply that Member States constituted a group unfriendly to nations not 

represented. Surely that was not the intention« 

The election of individuals to various offices was a different matter. It might 

prejudice the ilxture harmonious working of a committee, of the Board itself or of the 

Organization for it to be knovm that this or that country did, or did not, support a 

certain candidate. Those casas were already provided for in the Rules of Procedure 

by means of a secret ballot. But it was difficult to think of other cases where a 

secret vote might be justified. In his view the procedure should be such that it 

would be difficult for the Assembly to take a decision to hold a secret ballot at all. 

Dr. Mackenzie‘ s proposal to delete the words aftei; "secret ballot" in Rule 68 of 

the Rules of Procedure of the Health assembly was not enough because Rule 66 provided 

that the Health assembly could normally vote by show of hands or by standing, except 

in the case of a roll-call being requested. In order to eliminate secret ballots.;�. 

altogether it would be necessary to say, "The Health Assembly shall always vote by 

show of hands or by standing� except when any delegate requests a roll-call or 

except where otherwise provided." The position must be made quite definite. 

He was not certain that there might not be occasions - as mentioned earlier -

where a secret ballot might be indicated. It might make it more difficult for the 

Assembly to hold a secret ballot and solve the difficulty to which attention had been 

drawn in the present docm;ent, if it were provided that the question of whether a 

secret ballot should be taken should first itself be determined by means of a 

secret ballot. That procedure might appear complicated but it was desirable that it 

should be made difficult to take secret ballots. If the Board decided to adopt that 

procedure, then the wording of Rule 68 might run on the following lines - "Elections 
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shall normally be held by secret ballot. Subject to the provisions of Sales 89 ai>d 

an election may be held by show of hands or by acclamation should the Assembly so 

decide. In the event of a proposal to the Assembly that any other matter shall be 

decided by secret ballot, the vote on such a proposal shall itself be taken by 

secret b a l l o t T h e sentence concerning tellers would follow immediately after. 

He was convinced that that would be a way of getting round the difficulty to which 

attention had been drawn, but stressed that he was not certain in his own mind 

váiether there were any occasions, other than elections, where it was desirable to 

hold a secret ballot. 

Dr. van den BERG recalled M. ^ r b ' s statement at the previous meeting to the 

effect that nothing could prevent the Health Assembly from proceeding to a secret 

ballot should it so desire j it was also perfectly clear that Rule 110 of the Rules 

of the Health Assembly provided for exceptional eases. 

íiíhile he agreed in principle with Dr. Mackenzie and Mr. Mason that the Health 

Assembly should be protected against procedures which would tend towards making its 

proceedings� secret and thus weaken its prestige, he did not however agree that 

Mr. Mason's solution was the right one to achieve that objective. In his view the 

only solution was that outlined by M. Zarb, and to have recourse to Article 110 if 

necessary. 

He suggested that the Board might first decide whether or not it favoured the 

possibility of a secret ballot in cases other than elections, and should afterwards 

discuss the procedure to be followed both in normal and exceptional cases. • He was 

still convinced that recourse could be had to article 110 for exceptional cases. 
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Раёе 6 ,，. 

Mr. MASON explained that his suggestion was a tentative one only. Yïhat he had 

in mind was a procedure that would make a secret ballet more complicated. 

The DIRECTOH-GENERAL stressed that a decision must be taken by the Board as 

to whether it was in favour of secret ballots (apart from the question of election 

of cfficew) or Mt. 

The use of Rule 110 would have the effect of defeating the purpose, the 

secrecy of secret ballots• A vote on the suspension of a rule would make it 

perfectly clear who was, and who was not, in favour of a secret ballot• He was not 

arguing for or against the principle^ but if a provision existed providing for a 

secret ballot, no other provision should be able to nullify it* 

He believed that no other specialized agency had yet found itself in the 

situation that had arisen at the Health Assembly last May, when the desire of 

some of the governments for a secret ballot was defeated by insistence on a roll-

call vote# The use of Hule 110 would not protect the validity of the ballot but 

•would only indicate who wanted a secret ballot and who did not. 

Following a question by Dr、Mackenzie as to whether any instance were known • 

apart from elections - in which a secret ballot might be desirable, the 

DIRECTOR-GENERAL said it was difficult sometimes to distinguish between what was 

desirable and what was desired, к number of governments attending the Health 

Assembly had called for a secret ballot• Secret ballots had sometimes been wanted 

because delegates were under pressure from one source or another which they wanted 

to avoid and could not do so publicly; yet they wanted to vote in line with their 
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own convictions. Whether that was desirable was a matter for the Board to decide, 

Dr. ÁLLWOOD_PáREDES agreed with the Director-General tíiat it was essential for 

the Board to give its opinion as to vtiethar the Health Assembly should be enabled to 

have recourse to secret voting. In regard to the point raised by Dr. Mackenzie as 

to the instances #iere it would be desirable to have recourse to such a procedure, he 

cited the case of problems connected with Article 7 of the Constitution, particularly 

suspension of voting privileges and services. It might be extremely embarrassing for 

a government to take up a position for or against another country; a-secret ballot 

in that case would prevent any resentaient against a particular country on the part 

of a penalized Member State. 

In his view the principle of secret balloting should be maintained and the 

Board should then envisage ways and means for the implementation of that principle. 

Pro feasor - Ж ® Е 1 М sc.iâ i t �ягж .o^ri^^ily oltx-r "th t tĥ .̂  •fuil-^frôôûeBioisiK.etion of 

the Health assembly could not be curtailed. He noted three alternatives in 

document EBll/9 , to which could be added Mr, Mason's proposal that a secret ballot 

should be preceded by a decision to that effect also taken by secret vote. He 

requested that Mr. biason«s suggestion should be submitted in writing before the Board 

proceeded to a vote on the matter. 

Dr. ^LLliiiOOD-PijREDES believed that Mr. Mason's proposal to amend w t i e l e 68 would 

defeat its own intention. I f one or two members of the Assembly wished a particular • 

election to be made by secret ballot, how could sffoct be given to that desire i f the 

majority decided that it should take place by show of hands? 



Mr. MASON explained that his proposal m.s designed to cover secret voting in cases , 

other than elections. 

The DIHECTOR-GËNERaL observed that the practice had been developed, in spite of 

the Rules of Procedure, of not having secret votes for elections - for instance, in 

the case of the President of the Health Assembly, and the legality of elections made 

in that way might possibly be called in question. 

The possibility existed for the Board not to decide the issue under discussion but 

to refer the three alternatives set out in document EBll/9, and any others it might wish, 

for the consideration of the Health Assembly, and draw attention to the anomaly in the 

present situation• 

Dr. BRAVO said it was normal practice for secret ballots to be held in the case 

of elections of officers• iihile it шз true that election "was sometimes made by 

acclamation, that was usually only the second stage in the proceedings since the 

nomination had already been recommended by a nminationg committee, which had made its 

oiwn final choice by secret vote • 

In his view, ¿article 68 of the itales of Procedure of the Health Assembly should not 

be modified. 

Professor CANAPSRLl supported the views expressed by Dr# Bravo, and thought that 

Dr. Allwood-Paredes1 observations were well founded,. The most important point to decide 

was whether the Board was ixi favour or not of the principle of secret ballots • The 

Director-General had referred to the desire of certain governments to proceed to a secret 

ballot. He thought it would be more correct to refer to the wish of certain delegates, 

not of their governments; because the possibility of requesting a secret ballot was 

often used to prevent delegates from embarrassment in carrying out their instructions» 



It should not be forgotten that members of the Board acted in a personal capacity, 

whereas delegates to the Assembly were responsible to their governments, In the circum-

stances, he thought it would be difficult for the Board to suggest any modifications to 

Article 68, which it would be wiser to leave as it stood. 

The DIREGTOR-GENERâL said that it was clearly imperative to establish whether there 

should be any provision for secret ballot other than for elections, in view of the 

conflict between the Rules of Procedure which had arisen at the Health Assembly. 

Mr. MASON thought it would simplify the procedure i f attention were concentrated 

on two issuesî (1) Was the Board in favour of socret ballots at all other than those 

for elections? (2) ivhat procedures should be adopted to give effect to the decision 

reached? 

He wished to make his owi position perfectly clear。 In principle he was not 

convinced that there should be secret ballots for anything other than elections. His 

suggestion had been put forward in case the Board should decide that there should be 

secret ballots^ as a possible solution of the difficulty brought to tho notice of the 

Board» 

Dr. Fan den BERG agreed with Mr, Mason on the understanding that the alternative 

procedure provided for in Rule 110 should not be discounted» 

The CHAIRMAN thought that the issue was now quita clear. The provision for secret 

ballots was already contained in Rule 68<, If the Board did not wish to change the 

procedure on having or not having a secret ballot on any particular question, then Rule 

68 met all reqm'.rements л However, i f i t was thought that a roll-‘ call or show of hands 

should be taken to decide whether a secret ballot in a particular case was necessary, 

that issue must be facedr 



Mr. MASON said there appeared to be a conflict in the Rules, of Procedure, which 

defeated the provision to hold a secret ballot. There were two ways of resolving that ‘ 

conflict. First, to decide against secret ballots other than for elections. Secondly, 

to adopt a procedure such as he had suggested tentatively for the consideration of the 

Board. It was essential to find some solution for the anomaly now existing in the rules, 

Dr. TOGBá was of the opinion that a secret ballot was still needed in the case of 

.elections. There had been occasions, particularly during the last Health Assembly, when 

members had wanted secret ballots, but since there was no protection to ensure secrecy, 

that right was denied.. He thought that protection might be provided bjr substituting the 

words "the Health Assembly" in Rule 68 by the words "any delegate". Any delegate . 

should have the right to demand a secret ballot i f open voting caused him any 

embarrassment. 

Dr. BRAVO supported Dr. Togba» s proposal on grounds of general principle. He 

believed that any one delegate at the Health Assembly should have the right to request a 

secret ballot should he so wish. 

Dr. DiiENGSVikNG also agreed with Dr. Togba. 

Mr. MASON thought that the issue was a very complicated one> and had become more so 

during the course of the discussion. He enumerated the proposals submitted: (1) that by 

Dr. Mackenzie for the deletion of part of Article 68, the effect of which would be to 

eliminate the possibility of resorting bo Article 68 other than for elections j (2) 

that by Dr. vaa den Berg to leave the text as it stood which, retaining the anomalous 

position, would have the effect of making secret ballots virtually impossible; ⑶ his 

own suggestion to meet the difficulty pointed out by the Director-Generalj (4) the 



three alternatives suggested in the document under consideration. 

He proposed that a small drafting coraiiittee should be set up to consider the 

various proposals and to put the issues clearly for decision by the Board at a later 

meeting. 

Professor FERREIRA saw no advantage in setting up a drafting committee • A frank 

and thorough discussion had taken place and he himself was prepared to vote. The Boai 

could not refuse the desire of the Assembly to hold a secret vote on certain, occasions. 

He was in favour of Mr. Mason's suggestion as a means of maintaining the secret 

character of a secret vote. He could not agree with Dr. Togba�s proposal that a 

secret vote could be taken at the request of one person, since the wishes of the 

meeting as a whole should be taken into account. The suggestion might lead to all 

voting being held secretly. 

Dr. van den BERG supported the views expressed by Mr. Mason, which however he 

w o u l d l i k e t o s e e i n writing. Actually he personally preferred Dr. Mackenzie »s 

suggestion but if it failed to receive the support of the majority of the Board then 

the Rule should be left as it stood. 

Dr. TOGBA remarked that his suggestion would give to individual delegates the 

same right, in respect of secret ballots, as they already possessed with regard to 

roll-call votés. 

• ‘ ‘ * 

Dre MACKENZIE said the question first to be decided was whether the Board wished 

to recommend the principle of secret voting in the Assembly. The actual drafting -

if it were decided to retain secret ballots - could be done by a drafting committee, in 

the light of the various proposals made during the discussion. 
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He was strongly opposed to any suggestion that a secret ballot could be held on ‘ 

the request of any one individual. The logical conclusion would be that the Health 

Assembly would cease to be a governmental body. In that case it might provide an • 

opportunity merely for the expression of personal opinions and delegates would cease 

to represent governments. 

The DIRECTOR-GENERAL said that any delegate speaking in the Health Assembly was 

doing so on behalf of his government. It was not possible for anyone outside that 

government to come between a delegate and his government. If a secret vote were 

requested, that was a matter between him and his government. Whether he expressed 

the true intention of his instructions was entirely a matter between himself and 

his government. 

He suhnitted that for the Board to intervene in that position was a questionable 

procedure. 

Professor CANAPERIA proposed, in view of the complicated nature of the subject, 

and of the differences of opinion expressed, that the whole matter should be referred 

to the Health Assembly together with a full account of the exchange of views. The 

Director-General might usefully send a statement of the whole matter to the various 

governments prior to the meeting of the forthcoming Health Assembly. 

Professor PARISOT, DP. van den BERG and Dr. LEROUX supported the above proposal. 



The DIRECTOR-GENERAL said that if that solution were adopted, the Board could 

simply request the Director-General to submit a document to the Assembly setting 

forth the various alternative suggestions. 

There was, however, one part of the question which still remained to be discussed^ 

namely, the procedure^ which did not conform to the Rules of Procedure, of electing 

the President of the Assembly by acclamation. Under the present Rules of Procedure^ 

all elections had to be made by secret ballot. If Rule 68 was left unchanged^ then 

it would seem necessary to elect the President of the Health Assonbly by secret ballot. 

The situation was serious because the legality of actions taken by the President 

might be questioned unless he were elected by secret ballot as provided for in the 

Rules of Procedure• 

He personally saw 110 objection to always electing the President of the Assembly 

by secret ballot. 

The CHAIRMAN wondered whether there had been some difficulty in implementing 

Rule 68. 

Professor CANAPERIA considered that the only solution was in fact to elect the 

President by secret ballot. 

The CHAIRMAN agreed but pointed out that the question was whether the Executive 

Board should point out to the Assembly that it had so far adopted an illegal procedure。 

The DIRECTOR-GENERAL felt that the Executive Board might well suggest that the 

Assembly decide definitely to follow one course or another, 



Dr, TOGBA pointed out that at Health Assemblies a committee was always appointed 

to consider all possible nominations for President and then to submit the selected 

name to the plenary meeting. When there were no other nominations from the floor in 

the plenary meeting, he could see no reason vrhy time should not be saved by electing 

the President by acclamationj when, however, one or more additional names were sub-

mitted then a secret ballot was obviously mandatory. 

The CHAIRMAN indicated that Dr. Togba» s view was in effect that Rule 68 should 

be changed, since as it stood it was clear that a secret ballot should be taken. 

Dr. HURTADO did not agree that it was necessary to change Rule 68 in order to 

� H o w the President of thû Assembly to be elected by acclamation^ It seemod clear 

that no secret ballot was needed if Rule 110 was systematically applied. 

A more serious point was that the principle of the secret ballot contained in 

Rule 68 was being defeated by the fact that a seeret ballot was at present defeated 

by the wording of Rule 68• In his opinion the Board should point out to the Assembly 

that contradiction. The Board itself should not make ацу decision as it should not 

infringe upon the sovereign rights of the Assembly. 

Dr, KARUNARATNE wondered whether it was in fact necessary to have a secret ballot 

when there was only one nomination for the Presidency of the Health Assembly, He felt 

that in such cases the roles eould be interpreted to mean that an open vote was 

allowable. 

The DIRECTCR-GENERAL said that as the rules stood it was legally impossible to 

elect a President without a secret ballot• Rule 110 could be applied, but its 



provisions had in fact not been met in the past, since it stated that notice of the 

intention to propose suspension of aiçr Rule of Procedure had to be communicated to 

delegations not less than twenty-four hours before the meeting at which the proposal 

was being made. If Rule 110 were to be applied in the future, it would mean that the 

work of the Assembly would be delayed by twenty-four hours at the start. 

Dr. BRAVO felt that in the election of the President of the Health Assembly 

the principles of the secret ballot were respected by delegation of power, since 

decisions in the committee responsible for the nomination were taken by secret ballot. 

The DIRECTOR—GENERAL considered that that was not the case since the President 

was merely nominated in the committee but elected in the plenary meeting. 

Professor PARISOT compared the election of the President of the Assembly with 

the forthcoming nomination by the Board of the candidate for Director-General of the 

Organization. Would the Board consider not having a secrêt ballot on that occasion? 

Mr. MASON proposed, in view of the complicated nature of the subject and of the 

differences of opinion that had been expressed by the Board, that the Board should 

present a full account of Its discussions to the Assembly. 

The CHAIRMAN stated that under the terms of Resolution EB10.R10 the Board did 

not have to make алу decision but could merely refer a study on the question to the 

Assembly• He would therefore put Mr. Mason1 s proposal to the vote. 

Decision: It was decided by* a majority vote to refer the Board's 

discussions on the subject of Rule 68 of the Rules of Procedure to 

the Health Assembly. 



The GHâlRI'/LlN then proposed to the Board a resolution requesting the Director-

General to submit for the consideration of the Assembly a document taking into 

account the suggested amendments to Rule 68 as laid down in document EBll / r , as well 

as the views expressed by the members of the Executive Board on this question. 

Decision» It was so agreed. (See resolution EB11.R24 I I ) 

The CHAIRMAN then drew the Board's attention to the proposed amendment to Rule 51 

of the Rules -of Procedure contained on page 5 of document SBXl/9. He suggested that, 

il there were no conurfânts, the Board agree to the proposed amendment and that a formal 

draft resolution bo submitted later. (dee resolution 7M1 .R24 I ) 

It was so agreed» 

The CHAIRMAN then drew attention to tte proposed deletion from Rule 106 con-

tained on page 4 of docurasnt EBll/9. 

Mr. GUTTERIDŒ, Legal Office, explained that the reasonJfor proposing tho 

deletion of the words "on the conditions existing at the date of admission" was that 

if the Constitution of \Ш0 were amended or any of the resolutions concerning the 

status of Associate Members changed, it might be assmed that associate membership 

would cease and that a request for readmission would have to be made on behalf of 

that Associate Member* 

Dr. TOGBA asked whether the words "conditions existing" applied to the conditions 

existing in the Organization or to those existing in the territory or group of 

territories on whose behalf application was made. He would agree to the proposed 

deletion only if the words were used in the former sense. 



Mr. GUTTERIDGE answered that the words did indeed refer to the Organization and 

not to any territory. 

The CHAIRMAN then proposed that, if there were no further comments, the same 

procedure be adopted for Rule 106 as had previously been adopted for Rule 51. 

Decision: The Board approved the proposed amendment to Rule 106 and 

agreed to consider a draft resolution on the subject at a later meeting. 

(See resolution EB11.R24 I . ) 

2 . RIGHTS AND OBLIGATIONS OF ASSOCIATE MEMBERS: Item 37 of the Agenda (Official 

Records No. 42, WHA5.42� Official Records No. 43, page 3, Resolution ЕВ10Л5 -, 

and Document EB11/49 and Add.I х ) 

Mr. GUTTERIDGE recalled that the status of Associate Members was dealt with in 

the Constitution by Articles 8 and 47, which had been implemented by the First and 

2 

Second World Health Assemblies in Resolutions /ffHAl.8o7 and WHA2 ДОЗ. The first 

dealt with the status of Associate Members in the Health Assembly and the second with 

their.status in Regional Organizations, and in Regional Committees in particular. The 

second resolution contained, a provision requesting the Executive Board to keep the 

situation under review and to report on it not later than at the Fifth World Health 

Assembly• The Executive Board had considered that fact at its ninth session but, 

since there had at that time been only one Associate Member, Southern Rhodesia, it 

had drawn no particular conclusions • However, at the time of the Fifth World Health 

Assembly there had been two additional Associate Members and the Assembly had con-

sequently requested the Board to examine the situation further # In May 1952 the Board 

had requested the Director-General to communicate with Member States in order that 

their views and suggestions might be presented to the Board at its eleventh session. 
1 , 

Reproduced in Off. Rec_ World Hlth Org, 46 as Annex 5 

Handbook of Resolutions and Decisions, first edition, p.166 



The document before the Board (EBU/49 and Add.l1) contained 27 replies submitted 

by Member States and Associate Members to the circular transmitted by the Director. 

General; 16 of those replies contained no comments, 4 suggested that no change be 

made, and the remainder suggested that, by and large, Associate Members be granted 

the same rights as Members in the Regional Committees. 

Dr, TOGBA did not feel that 1YH0 had yet reached the stage at which it was 

possible to alter the principles contained in the Constitution regarding the rights 

and obligations of Associate Members. There was one particular region where, if 

full voting rights were accorded to Associate Members, there might be too great a 

concentration of power. There were a number of Members in that region who'se seat of 

government was not there but who could nevertheless vote on financial or constitutional 

matters. If. the. same full voting rights were given to the Associate Members 

connected with them they would be able to comand a group of votes. He therefore felt 

that unless the entire system was changed, it was unnecessary to make any alterations 

in the rights and obligations of Associate Members, particularly concerning financial 

and constitutional matters. Either the question should be left in abeyance or a 

further study should be conducted and more should be known about work in the regions, 

and especially in those regions where there were a number of non-self-governing 

territories. 

Dr, RAE, Alternate to Dr. Mackenzie, recalled that when the Constitution of WHO 

had been drawn up a clear distinction had been made between Members and Associate 

M 6 n b e r S i P a r t i c u l a r 1 ^ regarding their contributions, and he would not suggest that any 

change be made in the status of Associate Members at the World Health Assembly. 

1 一 
Reproduced in Off. Rec, World Hlth Org. 46 as Annex 5 
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As to regional committees, however, he felt that the time had come for Associate 

Members, whose main interest lay in their own regions, to be allowed to participate 

more fully in the work of the committees. As matters stood, they were allowed to 

express their opinion but not to support that opinion by a vote, and in fact they 

received very little in return for financial contributions• In addition, he felt 

that the granting of fuller rights to Associate Members would have the effect of 

drawing them more closely into the work of the Organization. He therefore proposed 

that they be granted those rights о 

Dr. BOIDE, Adviser to Dr« Parisot, in answer to Dr. Togba's suggestion that more 

should be кпошг of what went on in Regional Committees before a decision was reached, 

stated that the experience of the Regional Committee for Europe at its last session 

in Lisbon could be mentioned. Two Associate Members had sat on that committee and had 

had all the usual rights and obligations except the right of voting in plenary meetings. 

It had so happened that all the work of the Regional Committee had been done in plenary 

meeting and thus the Associate Members had been totally excluded from the decisions 

taken. He felt that it would be more equitable to give Associate Members rights equal 

to those of Members, and he would therefore support Dr. Raefs proposal. 

Dr. van den BERG said that where a territory which was not an Associate Member 

was represented in a regional committee by the authority responsible for its foreign 

affairs its interests were protected by the full vote of that authority, sitting as 

a meniber of the regional committee• Hovvever, as soon as the territory was promoted to 

associate menibership its rights were diminished since it could state an opinion but 

not support that opinion with a vote. He therefore felt that the suggestion to give 

full voting rights to Associate Members in regional committees should be given every 

consideration® 



Dr. TOGBA regretted that he disagreed with the view put forward by Dr. Rae and 

D r * Boïdé. In the African Region, for instance, there were only two Members with 

their seat of government in Africa - the Union of South Africa and Liberia. There 

were, however, five others, Belgium, France, Portugal, Spain and the United Kingdom, 

with their seat of government elsewhere, yet they had the right to vote on all 

regional matters. At present the only Associate Member was Southern Rhodesia, and 

i f it was granted full voting rights that would mean that both the United Kingdom 

and Southern Rhodesia would have a vote. If at some later date other territories, 

such as Nigeria, the Gold Coast, Uganda or Keiçra, were also granted associate 

meribership with full voting rights they might quite easily constitute a United 

Kingdom group and command a majority. He would therefore suggest that when a 

territory was entirely independent it should receive full voting rights as a full 

member of a regional committee bxifc when it was represented internationally by another 

authority then that authority alone should have the right of voting. 

Dr. RAE stated that Associate Members were not Instructed by other governments 

and spoke for themselves at regional meetings. That was in fact the reason for 

their being Associate Members, 

Dr. TURSOIT was in favour of granting full voting rights in regional comittees 

to Associate Members. He looked forward to the time when пацу territories in the 

South Pacific would reach that stage at � i c h they could be granted associate member-

ship, and it would be a source of regret to him and to others if they were unable to 

support by a vote the opinions they were allowed to express. 



The DIRECTOR-GENERAL said that so far there had not been much езфег1епсе with 

associate membership or its problems and that the number of Associate Members was 

still small. Any number of potential difficulties for the Assembly and for tñe 

Organization were inherent in the "whole question under discussion» While it "was 

clear that it might be advisable to change the situation regarding Associate Members, 

it was equally clear that any change would meet with considerable resistance. At 

the same time, there had been something of a tendency in the Organization to 

initiate procedural changes too quickly before adequate experience had been gained. 

The Executive Board might therefore find it expedient to report to the Assembly that 

it considered the situation complicated and that it would be expedient to continue 

its study for another year at least. 

Dr. KáRÜNARáTNE agreed with the Director-General that no changes should be made 

until more experience had been gained, and formally proposed that the Board report to 

the Assembly that it had considered the matter and that it felt it was not desirable 

to make any alteration in the rights and obligations of Associate Menders until it 

was possible to see how the present � s t e m functioned in regional committees. 

Dr. TOGBA seconded that proposal. 

« 

Dr. van den BBRG, supported by Dr. DÂENGSVMG, proposed that the Board follow 

the procedure it had adopted in connexion with Rule 68 of the Rules of Procedure of 

the Assembly and submit >a document to the Assembly summarizing the various views 

expressed by the Board. 

The DIRECTOR-GENERAL remarked that the study which had been begun was far from 

complete. Only twenty-seven governments out of the total membership of WHO had 
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replied to the circular he had sent out and many of those replies contained no comments. 

A further attempt to circularize governments could be made which might provide more 

information for the Board to consider, 

Dr. BOIDE wondered whether delaying for one year would result in much experience 

being gained, since there would probably be no new Associate Members within that time. 

Experience had already been gained in the meetings of the Regional Conmittee for 

Europe and he felt that account should be taken of i t . 

The CHAIRMAN indicated that three definite proposals were before the Board� the 

first to grant full voting rights to Associate Members^ the second to defer further 

discussion until a later session of the Board� and the third to subnit the Board's 

discussion for the Assembly's consideration. 

Dr. FERREIRA proposed an amendment to Dr. Karunaratne's proposal by which the 

deferment of further discussion should be limited to a period of one year. 

Dr. KARUNARATNE accepted the amendment to his proposal. 

The CHAIRMAN then asked whether members wished to vote on the three proposals 

before them immediately or at the following meeting. 

Decision: It was decided by a majority vote to vote on the three 

proposals before the Board at the next meeting. (For continuation, 

see eighth meeting, section 1) 

The meeting rose at 12.20 p.m. 
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1 . PROPOSED iJáEN32ffiNTS TO RULES OF PROCÉDURE OF TH^ HEALTH ..SSEMBLY: 

Item 36 of the agenda, (Resolution EBIO.RIO, document EBll/9) (continuation) 

The DIRECTOR—GENERAL gave the following explanations to simplify the issue under 

consideration by the Board• "While the Rules of Procedure of the Health Assembly-

contained a provision for a secret ballot in the Health Assembly, a way had been found 

of defeating the intention of a secret ballot，by demanding a roll-call vote on whether 

such a secret ballot should be taken • If the Health Assembly should desire to hold a 

secret ballot, then it must be protected against any device to prevent it from so doing., 

On the other hand, i f the Health Assembly did not, in fact, wish to have a system of 

secret balloting, then the Rules of Procedure would have to be modified. One thing was 

certain: a secret ballot should be watertight or should not be provided for. 

Mr. MASON, alternate to Dr. TURBOTT^ agreed wholeheartedly with previous speakers 

about the undesirability of secret ballots in a body such as the. World Health Assembly^ 

In his view, any element of secrety in the proceedings of the Health Assembly should be 

eliminated as far as possible. One of the purposes of the United Nations and its 

specialized agencies was to bring diplomacy and international discussion into the open 

and to try to produce better results than had been achieved by former methods. It might 

be open to question whether that procedure had boen successful, but that was the 

procedure which had been adopted in general by the United Nations and its subsidiary 

bodies up to the present time • 

He also felt that there was no real parallel between the procedures in a Health 

Assembly and those of a national parliament, Certain questions discussed in a national 

parliament might, i f divulged, be pre-judicial to the interests of the country, and 

hence were held in secret. To follow the sane procedure in the World Health Assembly 



might imply that Member States constituted a group unfriendly to nations not 

represented. Surely that was not the intention. 

The election of individuals to various offices was a different matter. It might 

prejudice the iUture harmonious working of a committee, of the Board itself or of the 

Organization for it to be known that this or that country did, or did not, support a 

certain candidate. Those cases were already provided for in the Rules of Procedure 

by means of a secret ballot. But it was difficult to think of other cases where a 

secret vote might be justified. In his view the procedure should be such that it 

would be difficult for the Assembly to take a decision to hold a secret ballot at all . 

Dr. Mackenzie‘s proposal to delete the words after "secret ballot" in Rule 68 of 

the Rules of Procedure of the Health Assembly was not enough because Rule 66 provided 

that the Health assembly could normally vote by show of hands or by standing, except 

in the case of a roll-call being requested. In order to eliminate, secret, ballots 

altogether it would be necessary to say, "The Health Assembly shall always vote by 

show of hands or by standing, except when any delegate requests a roll-call or 

except where otherwise provided." The position must be made quite definite. 

He was not certain that there might not be occasions - as mentioned earlier -

where a secret ballot might be indicated. It might make it more difficult for the 

Assembly to hold a secret ballot and solve the difficulty to which attention had been 

drawn in the present document, if it were provided that the question of v^iether a 

secret ballot should be taken should first itself.be determined by means of a 

secret ballot. That procedure might appear с explicated but it was desirable that it 

should be made difficult to take secret ballots. If the Board decided to adopt that 

procedure, then the wording of Rule 68 might run on the following lines - "Elections 



shall normally be held by secret ballot. Subject to the provisions of HuIgs 89 and 9B, 

an election may be held by show of hands or by acclamation should the Assembly so 

decide. In the event of a proposal to the Assembly that any other matter shall be 

decided by secret ballot, the vote on such a proposal shall itself be taken Ъу 

secret tallot." The sentence concerning tellers would follow Ijmaediately after. 

He was convinced that that would be a way of getting round the difficulty to which 

attention had been drawn, but stressed that he was not certain in his cwn mind 

whether there were any occasions, other than elections, where it was desirable to 

hold a secret ballot* 

Dr. Van den BERG recalled M. zarb's statement at the previous meeting to the 

effect that nothing could prevent the Health assembly from proceeding to a secret 

ballot should it so desire; it was also perfectly clear that Rule 110 of the Rules 

of the Health assembly provided for exceptional cases. 

tohile he agreed in principle with Dr. Mackenzie and Mr. Mason that the Health 

Assembly should be protected against procedures which would tend towards making its 

proceedings secret and thus weaken its prestige, he did not however agree that 

Mr. Mason's solution was the right one to achieve that objective. In his view the 

only solution was that outlined by M. Zarb, and to have recourse to Article 110 if 

necessary. 

He suggested that the Board might first decide whether or not it favoured the 

possibility of a secret ballot in cases other than elections, and should afterwards 

discuss the procedure to be followed both in normal and exceptional cases. He was 

still convinced that recourse could be had to article 110 for exceptional cases. 



Mr. MASON explained that his suggestion was a tentative one only, lirtiat he had 

in mind was a procedure that would make a secret ballot more complicated. 

» 

The DIRECTOR-GENERAL stressed that a decision must be taken by the Board as 

to whether it was in fôvour of secret ballots (apart from the question of election 

of offices) or not• 

The use of Rule 110 would have the effect of defeating the purpose, i . e . the 

secrecy of secret ballots• A vote on the suspension of a rule would make it 

perfectly clear who was, and who was not, in favour of a secret ballot • He was not 

arguing for or against the principle, but i f a provision existed providing.for a 

secret ballot, no other provision should be able to nullify 

He believed that no other specialized agency had yet found itself iri the 

situation that had arisen at- the Health Assembly last May, when the. desire of 

some of the governments for a secret ballot was defeated by insistence on a roll-

call vote • The use of ftile 110 would not protèct the validity of the ballot but 

would only indicate who want^i a secret ballot and who did not. 
• -•• . . . . . . . 

Following a question by Dr» Mackenzie as to whether any instance were known _ 

apart from elections • in which a secret ballot might be desirable, the 

• * -

DIRECTOR-ŒNERâL said it was difficult sometimes to distinguish between what was 

desirable and what was desired. A number of governments attending the Health 

Assembly had called for a secret ballot. Secret ballots had sometimes been wanted 

because delegates iwere under pressure from one source or another which they wanted 

to avoid and could not do so publicly; yet they wanted to vote in line with their 



own convictions. Ihether that was desirable was a matter for the Board to decide. 

Dr. ALLWOOD-PAREDES agreed with the Director-General that it was essential for 

the Bœrd. to give its opinion as to Aether the Health Assembly should be enabled to 

have recourse to secret voting. In regard to the point raised by Dr. Mackenzie as 

to the instances #iere it would be desirable to have recourse to such a procedure, he 

cited the case of problems connected with Article 7 of the Constitution, particularly 

suspension of voting privileges and services. It might be extremely embarrassing for 

a government to take up a position for or against another country; a secret ballot 

in that case would prevent any resentment against a particular country on the part 

of a penalized Member State. 

In his view the principle of secret balloting should be maintained and the 

Beard should then envisage ways and means for the implementation of that principle. 

Dr. ÎERREIRA said it was perfectly clear that the full freedem of action of 

the Health assembly could not be curtailed. He noted three alternatives in 

document EBll/9 , to which eould be added Mr. Mason's proposal that a secret ballot 

should be preceded by a decision to that effect also taken by secret vote. He 

requested that Mr. Mason's suggestion should be submitted in writing before the Board 

proceeded to a vote on the matter. 

Dr. ^LDiOOD-PbREDES believed that Mr. Mason» s proposal to amend Article 68 iirould 

defeat its own intention.. I f one or two members of the Assembly wished a particular 

election to be made by secret ballot, how could effect be given to that desire i f the 

majority decided that it should take place by show of hands? 
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Mr. MASON explained that his proposal was designed to cover secret voting in cases 

other than elections. 

The DIRECTOR-GENERAL observed, that.the practice had been developed, in spite of 
. • - . . . . -• • • *. 

the Rules of Procedure, of not having secret votes for elections - for instance, in 
... • • • . * . ‘ 

the case of the President of the Health Assembly, and the legality of elections made 

in that way might possibly be called in question. 

The possibility existed for the Board not to decide the issue under discussion but 

to refer the three alternatives set out in document EBll/9, and any others it might wish, 
‘• ï .. • 

for.the consideration of the Health Assembly, and draw attention to the anomaly in the 

present situation• 

- - . • "� 

Dr. BRÂVO said it was nomal practice for secret ballots to be held in the case 

of elections of officers. lïhile it i«as true that election was sometimes made 'by •‘ 

acclamation, that was usually only the second stage in the proceedings since the' 
‘ ‘ . • • . • ：•» , . . ； ‘ 

. . . . . i . . . . 

nomination.had..already been recommended by a nominations committee, which had made its 

own final choice by. secret v o t e . . . . 

In his view, iu-ticle 68 of the. itules of Procedure of the Health Assembly should not 

be modified. 
• • • ‘ �• , •� 

Professor CAN�FERIA supported the views expre'ssed by Dr. Bravo, and thought that 

Dr. Allwood-Paredes' observations were well founded. The most important point to decide 

was whether the Board was in favour or not of the principle of secret ballots. The 

Director-General had referred to the desire of certain governments to proceed to a secret 

ballot. He thought it would be mors correct to refer to the wish of certain delegates, 

not of their governments, because the possibility of requesting a secret ballot was 

often used to prevent delegates from embarrassment in carrying out their instructions. 
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It should not be forgotten that members of the Board acted in a personal capacity, 

whereas delegates to the Assembly were responsible to their governments. In the circum-

stances, he thought it would be difficult for the Board to suggest any modifications to 

Article 68: which it would be wiser to leave as it stood. 

The DIRECTOR-GENERAL said that it was clearly imperative to. establish whether there 

should be any provision for secret ballot other than for elections, in view of the 

conflict between the Rules of Procedure which had arisen at the Health Assembly. 

Mr. MASON thought it would simplify the procedure if attention were concentrated 

on two issues: (1) Was the Board in favour of secret ballots at all other than those 

for elections? (2) Yi/hat procedures should be adopted to give effect to the decision 

reached? 

He wished to make his ото position perfectly clear. In principle he was not 

convinced that there should be secret ballots for anything other than elections. His 

suggestion had been put forward in case the Board should decide that there should be 

secret ballots, as a possible solution of the difficulty brought to the notice of the 

Board, 

Dr. Van den BERG agreed with Mr. Mason on the understanding that the alternative 

procedure provided for in Rule 110 should not be discounted. 

The CHAIRMAN thought that the issue was now quite clear. The provision for secret 

ballots was already contained in Rule 68. If the Board did not wish to change the 

procedure on having or not having a secret ballot on any particular question, then Rule 

6S met all requirementsHowever � i f it was thought that a roll-call or show of hands 

should be taken to decide whether a secret ballot in a particular case was necessary, 

that issue must be faced. 



Mr. MASON said there appeared to be a conflict in the Rules of Procedure, which 

defeated the provision to hold a secret ballot 0 There were two ways of resolving that 

conflict • First, to decide against secret ballots other than for elections• Secondly, 

to adopt a procedure such as he had suggested tentatively for the consideration of the 

Board• It was essential to find some solution for the anomaly now existing in the rules� 

Dr* TOGBA was of the opinion that a secret ballot was still needed in the case of 

elections. There had been occasions, particularly during the last Health Assembly, when 

members had wanted secret ballots, but since there was no protection to ensure secrecy, 

that right was denied. He thought that protection might be provided by substituting the 

TOrds "the Health Assembly" in Rule 68 by the words "any delegate". Any delegate 

should have the right to demand a secret ballot if open voting caused him any 

embarrassment• 

Dr. BRAVO supported Dr。Togbaîs proposal on grounds of general principle. He 

believed that any one delegate at the Health Assembly should have the right to request a 

secret ballot should he so wish» 

Dr. D/iENGSVMG also agreed with Dr. Togba。 

Mr. MASON thought that the issue was a very complicated one, and had become more so 

during the course of the discussion• He enumerated the proposals submitted? tb4t by 

Dr. Mackenzie for the deletion of part of Article 68, the effect of ^ i o h would be to 

eliminate the possibility of resorting to Article 68 other than for elections; (2) 

that by Dr. Van den Barg to leave the text as it stood which, retaining the anomalous 

position, would have the effect of making secret ballots virtually impossible; (3) his 

own suggestion to meet the difficulty pointed out by the Director-General ;⑷ the 



three alternatives suggested in the document under consideration• 

He proposed that a small drafting committee should be set up to coisider the various 

proposals and to put the issues clearly for decision by the Board at a later meeting• 

Dr. FERREIRA saw no advantage in setting up a drafting committee. A frank and 

thorough discussion had taken place and he himself was prepared to vote. The Board 

could not refuse the desire of the Assembly to hold a secret vote on certain occasions • 

He was in favour of Mr. Masones suggestion as a means of maintaining the secret 

character of a secret vote• He could not agree with Dr. Togba•s proposal that a 

secret vote could be taken at the request of one person，since the wishes of the 

meeting as a whole should be taken into account• The suggestion might lead to all 

voting being held secretly. 

Dr. Van den BERG supported the views expressed by Mr. Mason) which however he 

personally preferred Dr. Mackenzie's would like to see in writing. Actually he 

suggestion but i f it failed to receive the 

Rule should be left as it stood• 

support of the majority of the Board then the 

Dr. TOGBâ remarked that his suggestion would give to individual delegates the same 

right, in respect of secret ballots, as they already possessed with regard to roll-call 

votes• 

Dr# MACKENZIE said the question first to be decided was whether the Board wished 

to recommend the principle of secret voting in the Assembly. The actual drafting - if 

it теге decided to retain secret ballots - could be done by a drafting committee, in 

the light of the various proposals made during the discussion. 



He was strong^- opposed to any suggestion that a secret ballot could be held on 

the request of ац. one individual., The logical conclusion would be that the Health 

.Assembly would cease to be a governmental body. In that case it would provide an 

opportunity merely for the expression of personal opinions and delegates would cease 

to represent governments э 

The DIRECTOR-GENERAL said that ацу delegate speaking in the Health Assembly 

W a S d 0 i n g S 0 . ° n b e l> a l f o f h i s government. It was not possible for anyone outside 

that government to come between a delegate and his goverm^nt. If a secret vote 

• • • • ' • • - i . • •• . • 

were requested, that was a matter between him and his goverment. Whether he 

expressed the true intention of his instructions was entirely a matter between 

himself and his governmento 

He submitted that for the Board to intervene in that position, was：a questionable 

procedureо 
» i - • . . . . - . . • »• . . • . … . . 

• ‘ . • ： , : ., . , .... 

Professor CANAPERIA proposed, in view of the complicated n a t � of the subject, 

and of the differences of opinion expressed, that the whole mattor should be referred 

to the Health Assembly together with a full account of the exchange of views, 

Director-General might usefal3y send a�statement of the-whole' matter to the various 

governments prior to the meeting of the forthcoming Health Assembly. . � , 

D r " P M I S O T > ¥ a n d e n B E R G Dr。LEROUX supported the above proposal� 



The DIRECTOR—GENERilL said that if that solution were adopted, the Board could 

simply request the Director-General to submit a document to the Assembly setting 

forth the various alternative suggestions• 

There was, however, one part of the question which still remained to be discussed, 

namely, the procedure, which did not conform to the Rules of Procedure, of electing 

the President of the Assembly by acclamation. Under the present Rules of Procedure, 

all elections had to be made by secret ballot. If Rule 68 was left unchanged, then 

it would seem necessaiy to elect the President of the Health Assembly by secret ballot. 

The situation was serious because the legality of actions taken by the President 

might be questioned unless he were elected by secret ballot as provided for in the 

Rules of Procedure• 

He personally saw no objection to always electing the President of the Assembly 

by secret ballot• 

The CHAIRMAN wondered whether there had been some difficulty in implementing 

Rule 68. 

Dr, CANàPfîRIA considered that the only solution was in fact to elect the 

President by secret ballot. 

The CHAIRMAN agreed but pointed out that the question was -whether the Executive 

Board should point out to the Asseirbly that it had so far adopted an illegal 

procedure• 

The DIRECTШ-ŒENERAL felt that the Executive Board might well suggest that the 

Assembly decide definitely to follow one course or another• 



Dr. TOGBA pôinted out that at Health Assemblies a committee was always appointed 

to consider all possible nominations for President and then to submit the selected 

name to the plenary meeting. When there- were no other nominations from the floor in 

the plenaiy meeting, he could see no reason why time should not be saved by electing 

the President by acclamations when, however, one or more additional names were sub-

mitted then a secret ballot was obviously mandatory» 

The CHAIRMAN indicated that Dr. Tôgba's view was in effect that Rule 68 should 

be changed^ since as it stood it was clear that a secret ballot should be taken* 

Dr. HURTADO did not agree that it was necessary to change Rule 68 in order to 

allow the President of the Assembly to be elected by acclamation. It seemed clear 

that no secret ballot was needed if Rule 110 was systematically applied. 

A more serious point was that the principle of the secret ballot contained in 

Rule 68 was being defeated by the fact that a secret ballot was at present defeated 

by the wording of Rule 68. In his opinion the Board should point out to the Assembly 

that contradiction. The Board itself should not make ary decision as it should not 

infringe upon the sovereign rights of the Assembly. 

Dr. KARUNARATNE wondered whether it was in fact necessary to have a secret ballot 

when there was only one nomination for the Presidency of the Health Assembly. He felt 

that in such cases the rules could be interpreted to mean that an open vote was 

allowable • 

The DIRECTCR-QENERilL said that as the rules stood it was legally impossible to 

elect a President without a secret ballot. Rule 110 could be applied, but its 
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provisions had in fact not been met in the past, since it stated that notice of the 

intention to propose suspension of any Rule of Procedure had to be coirnnunicated to 

delegations not less than twenty-four hours before the meeting at which the proposal 

was being made. If Rule 110 were to be applied in the future, it would mean that the 

work of the Assembly would be delayed by twenty-four hours at the st^rt. 

Dr. BRAVO felt that in the election of the President of the Health Assembly 

the principles of the secret ballot were respected by delegation of power, since 

decisions in the committee responsible for the nomination were taken by secret ballot. 

The DIRECTOR—GENERAL considered that that was not the case since the President 

was merely nominated in the commit tee but elected in the plenary meeting. 

Professor PARISOT compared the election of the President of the Assembly with 

the forthcoming nomination by the Board of the candidate for Director-General of the 

Organization. Would the Board consider not having a secret ballot on that occasion? 

M r . � S O N proposed, in view of the complicated nature of the subject and of the 

differences of opinion that had been expressed by the Board, that the Board should 

present a full account of its discussions to the Assembly. 

The CHAIRMAN stated that under the terms of Resolution EB10.R10 the Board did 

not have to make any decision but could merely refer a study on the question to the 

Assembly. He would therefore put Mr. Mason's proposal to the vote. 

Decision: It was decided by a majority vote to refer the Board's 

discussions on the subject of Rule 68 of the Rules of Procedure to 

the Health Assembly. 



The CHAIRMAN then proposed to the Board a resolution requesting the Director-

General to submit for the consideration of the Assembly a document taking into 

account the suggested amendments to Rule 68 as laid doim in document EBll/9, as well 

as the views expressed by the members of the Executive Board on this question. 

.Decision: It was so agreed. 

The CHAIRMAN then drew the Board's attention to the proposed amendment to Rule 51 

of. the Rules of Procedure contained on page 5 of document EBll/9. He siiggested that, 

•:if there were no coraraents, the Board agree to the proposed amendment and that a formal 

draft resolution be submitted later. 

It was so agreed. 

The CHiilRIiiM then drew attention to the proposed deletion from Rule 106 oon-

tained on page 4 of document EBll/9. 

Mr. G U T T E R I � � L e g a l Office, explained that the reason for proposing the 

deletion of the words "on the conditions existing at the date of admission" was that 

if the Constitution of WHO were amended or any of the resolutions concerning the 

status of Associate Members changed, it might be assvmed that associate membership 

would cease and that a request for readmission would have to be made on behalf of 

that Associate Member. 

Dr. TOGBA asked whether the words "conditions existing" applied to the conditions 

existing in the Organization or to those existing in the territory or group of 

territories on whose behalf application was made. He would agree to the proposed 

deletion only if the words were used in the former sense. 



Mr. GÜTTERIDGE answered that the words did indeed refer to the Organisation and 

not to any territory. 

The СНА1ШШ then proposed that, if there were no further comments, the same 

procedure be adopted for Rule 106 as had previously been adopted for Rule 51. 

Decision: The Board approved the proposed amendment to Rule 106 and 

agreed to consider a draft resolution on the subject at a later meeting. 

2 . RIGHTS AND-OBLIGATIONS OF ASSOCIATE MEMBERS; Item 37 of the Agenda (Official 
R o c o r d s N o* 4 2，飞碰5.42 ; Official Records No. 43, page 3 , Resolution EB10.R5： 
and document EB11/49 and Add.l) 

Mr. GUTTERIDGE recalled that the status of Associate Members was dealt with in 

the Constitution by Articles 8 and 47, which had been implemented by the First and 

Second World Health Assemblies in Resolutions VfflAl.SO and ^Ш2.103 . The first dealt 

with the status of Associate Members in the Health Assemblies and the second with 

their status in Regional Organizations, and in Regional Committees in particular. 

The second resolution contained a provision requesting the Executive Board to keep 

the situation under review and to report on it not later than at the Fifth World 

Health Assembly. The Executive Board had considered that fact at its ninth session 

but, since there had at that tine been only one Associate Member, Southern Rhodesia, 

it had drawn no particular conclusions. However, at the time of the Fifth World Health 

Assembly there had been two additional Associate Members and the Assembly had con-

sequently requested the Board to examine the situation further. In May 1952 the Board 

had requested the Director-General to communicate with Member States in order that 

their views and suggestions might be presented to the Board at its eleventh session. 



The document before the Board (EBll/49 and Add.l) contained 27 replies submitted 

by. Member States and Associate Members to the circular transmitted by the Director-

General� 16 of those replies contained no comments, 4 suggested that no change be 

made, and the remainder suggested that, by and large, Associate Members be granted 

the same rights as Members in the Regional Committees. 

Dr. TOGBA did not feel that WHO had yet reached the stage at which it was • •-� 

possible to alter the principles contained in the Constitution regarding the rights 

and obligations of Associate Members. There was one particular region where, if 

full voting rights were accorded to Associate Members, there might be too great a 

concentration of power. There were a number of Members in that region whose seat of 

government was not there but who could nevertheless vote on financial or constitutional 

matters. I f the same full voting rights were given to the Associate Members connected 

with them they would be able to command a group of votes. He therefore felt thA 

unless the entire system was changed, it was unnecessary to make auy alterations in 

the rights and obligations of Associate Members, particularly concerning financial 

and constitutional matters. Either the question should be left in abeyance or a 

further stuc^r should be conducted and more should be known about work in the regions, 

and especially in those regions where there were a number of non-self-governing 

territories. 

Dr. RAE, alternate to Dr. Mackenzie, recalled that when the Constitution of WHO 

had been drawn up a clear distinction had been made between Members and Associate 

Members, particularly regarding their contributions, and he would not suggest that 

any change be made in the status of Associate Members at World Health Assemblies. 



As to regional committees, however, he felt that the time had come for Associate 

i 

Members, whose main interest lay in their own regions, to be allowed to participate 

more fully in the work of the committees. As matters stood, they were allowed to 

express their opinion but not to support that opinion by a vote, and in fact they 

received very little in return for financial contributions• In addition, he felt 

that the granting of fuller rights to Associate Members would have the effect of 

drawing them more closely into the work of the Organization, He therefore proposed 

that they be granted those rights• 

Dr# BOIDE, Adviser to Dr. Parisot, in answer to Dr^ Togba^s suggestion that more 

should be known of what went on in Regional Committees before a decision was reached, 

stated that the experience of the Regional Committee for Europe at its last session 

in Lisbon could be mentioned. Two Associate Members had sat on that committee and had 

had all the usual rights and obligations except the right of voting in plenary meetings. 

It had so happened that all the work of the Regional Committee had been done in plenary 

meeting and thus the Associate Members had been totally excluded from the decisions 

taken. He felt that it would be more equitable to give Associate Members rights equal 

to those of Members, and he would therefore support Dr« Rae's proposal• 

Dr. van den BERG said that where a territory which was not an Associate Member 

was represented in a regional committee by the authority responsible for its foreign 

affairs its interests were protected by the full vote of that authority, sitting as 

a member of the regional committee• However, as soon as the territory was promoted to 

associate membership its rights were diminished since it could state an opinion but 

not support that opinion with a vote. He therefore felt that the suggestion to give 

full voting rights to Associate Members in regional committees should be given every 

cons ideratioiio 



Dr. TOGBA regretted that he disagreed with the view put forward by Dr. Rae and 

Drv Boïdê. In the African Region, for instance, there were only two Members with 

their seat of government in Africa - the Union of South Africa and Liberia. There 

were, however, five others, Belgium, France, Portugal, Spain and the United Kingdom, 

with their seat of government elsewhere, yet they had the right to vote on all 

regional matters. At present the only Associate Member was Southern Rhodesia, and 

if it was granted full voting rights that would mean that both the United Kingdom 

and Southern Rhodesia would have a vote. If at some later date other territories, 

such as Nigeria, the Gold Coast, Uganda or Kerçra, were also granted associate 

membership with full voting rights they might quite easily constitute a United 

Kingdom group and command a majority. He would therefore suggest that vfhen a 

territory was entirely independent it should receive full voting rights as a full 

member of a regional committee bub when it was represented internationally by another 

authority then that authority alone should have the right of voting. 

Dr. RAE stated that Associate Members were not instructed by other governments 

and spoke for themselves at regional meetings* That was in fact the reason for 

their being Associate Members. 

Dr. ТШВОГТ was in favour of granting full voting rights in regional committees 

to Associate Members. He looked forward to the time тЛеп тацу territories in the 

South Pacific would reach that stage at � i c h they could be granted associate member̂ -

ship, .and it would be a source of regret to h in and to others i f they were unable to 

support by a vote the opinions they were allowed to express. 



The DIRECTOR-GENERAL said that so far there had not been much experience with 

associate membership or its problems and that the number of Associate Members was 

still small. Ащг number of potential difficulties for the Assembly and for the 

Organization were inherent in the whole question under discussion. While it was 

elear that it might be advisable to change the situation regarding Associate Members, 

it was equally clear that any change would meet with considerable resistance/ At 

the same time, there had been something of a tendency in the Organization to 

initiate procedural changes too quickly before adequate experience had been gained. 

The Executive Board might therefore find it expedient to report to the Assembly that 

it considered the situation complicated and that it would be expedient to continue 

its study for another year at least. 

Dr- K^UNAMTNE agreed with the Director-General that no changes ehould be made 

until more experience had been gained, and formally proposed that the Board report to 

the Assembly that it had; considered the matter and that it felt it was not desirable 

to make any alteration in the rights and obligations of Associate Members until it 

was possible to see how the present system ftmctioned in regional committees. 

Dr. TOGBA seconded that proposal. 

t 

Dr, van den BBRG, supported by Dr. DAENGSVANG, proposed that the Board follow 

the procedure it had adopted in connexion with Rule 68 of the Rules of Procedure of 

the Assembly and submit a document to the Assembly summarizing the various views 

expressed by the Board. 

The DIRECTOR-GENERAL remarked that the stttdy which had been begun was far from 

complete. Only twenty-seven governments out of the total membership of WHO had 



replied to the circular he had sent out and шагу of those replies contained no coinments .̂ 

A further attempt to circularise governments could be made which might provide more , 

information for the Board to consider» 

Dr« BOIDE wondered whether delaying for one year would result in much experience 

being gained, since there would probably be no new Associate Members within that time。 

Experience had already been gained in the meetings of the Regional Committee for 

Europe and he felt that account should be taken of it. 

The CHAIRMAN indicated that three definite proposals were before the Board� the 

first to grant full voting rights to Associate Membersj the second to defer further 

discussion until a later session of the Boardj and the third to submit the Board1s 

discussion for the Assembly's consideration. 

Dr# EERREIRA proposed an amendment to Dr. Karunaratne3s proposal by which the 

deferment of further discussion should be limited to a period of one year» 

Dr. KARUNARATNE accepted the amendment to his proposal. 

The CHAIRMAN ,then asked whether members wished to vote on the three proposals 

before them immediateor at the subsequent meeting. 

Decision： It was decided by a majority vote to vote on the three 

proposals before the Board at the subsequent meeting• 

The meeting rose at 12#2Q p>m» 


